I. Introduction
Theoretical active flow control, via control of linear flow instabilities, can alter the flow state in a desired manner through either attenuation or amplification of intrinsic small-amplitude flow perturbations, at the expense of relatively small amounts of actuator power compared with that necessary to control the nonlinear flow. Ever expanding flow control concepts and improving technologies for the construction of actuators capable of controlling a flow at ever smaller spatial scales, 1 combined with continuous progress in the identification and understanding of fluid flow instabilities, increasingly convert flow control from art to science, in which the input-output dynamic behavior is described by an appropriately defined state-space formulation. 2 Successes have been reported in the literature over the past two decades, initially focusing on regular geometries in which canonical flows, having one inhomogeneous and either two homogeneous (e.g. plane channel) or one homogeneous and one weakly-developing (e.g. flat-plate boundary layer) spatial direction were considered. 3 ' 4 However, most interesting flows targeted by flow control develop over or through complex geometries in which all three spatial directions are inhomogeneous. In certain limiting cases parts of the field may be identified in which the flow can be taken to depend in an inhomogeneous manner upon two spatial directions and either be homogeneous or develop weakly along the third spatial direction.
Hydrodynamic and aeroacoustic small-amplitude perturbations in both of these classes of flows are unraveled by global linear theory. 5 Though conceptually straightforward, the extension of the theoretical flow control ideas demonstrated in the classic flat plate and cylinder geometries 2 ' 3 into flows developing in three-dimensional geometries without any homogeneous spatial direction stumbles upon the issues of efficiency and accuracy of the numerical work underlying recovery of the global eigenspectrum, the latter being inherent to the operator discretizing the linearized Navier-Stokes equations. The relation of this operator to flow control is two-fold: when flow control focuses on control of flow instabilities, the same operator is at the core of the linear state space formulation. When flow control is guided by the identification of spatial regions of high flow sensitivity, both the discretized linearized Navier-Stokes operator and its adjoint need be computed. 6 ' In the last decade flow control via control of global flow instabilities has also been reported in the literature, 8 expedited by Galerkin projection of the full system onto an appropriately defined low-dimensional basis, a Reduced Order Model (ROM) designed to describe the system dynamics. 9 ' 10 From a practical point of view, use of a ROM circumvents working with the full system matrix, which offers the key advantage of a drastic reduction in the number of degrees of freedom compared with that corresponding to the discretized linear state-space formulation which describes feedback control of the flow in question; in this manner, controllers of manageable size may be constructed. An obvious drawback of embedding a ROM in the overall control algorithm is the a-priori unknown performance (or even validity) of the proposed ROM when flow conditions are changed.
Last but not least, the theoretically unresolved issue of flow turbulence also affects theoretical flow control. Although evidence exists that linear theory does aid prediction of turbulent shear flows, 11 the authors are unaware of any effort which address the issue of control of turbulent flows in three-dimensional geometries without homogeneous spatial directions via control of (global) instabilities of turbulent flows. From a numerical point of view, again, the formidable size of the matrix discretizing the spatial operator of the linearized equations of motion is a show-stopper hampering progress in this direction. Quoting from the Future Issues section of a recent reference on global instability, 5 2 Algorithms that circumvent matrix storage and inversion hold promise to provide the breakthrough necessary for TriGlobal flow instability analysis (and control).
4 Treatment of turbulence in predictive instability analysis and control models needs to be addressed, focusing on complex geometries.
The present contribution is concerned with addressing the first of these major open issues, namely efficient recovery of the global eigenspectrum in fully three-dimensional flows, i.e. those developing in domains without any homogeneous spatial directions. A matrix-formation method is employed for the first time to the recovery of the three-dimensional adjoint eigenspectrum in such flows. In addition, a recently devised accurate and flexible time-stepping method 12 is employed to unravel the direct eigenspectrum in arbitrarily complex three-dimensional geometries, by coupling the time-stepping algorithm with the open source CFD software OpenFOAM®. The theoretical background is briefly summarized in § II. A. Both algorithms for the recovery of the eigenspectrum are discussed in § III, where it is shown that three-dimensional (TriGlobal) instability analysis work (and the associated flow control) at low Reynolds numbers may be performed on standard desktop computers. Results on the direct and adjoint eigenspectra in the cubic lid-driven cavity, obtained by both algorithms, are shown in § IV, where the limits of the matrix-forming methodology when solving the problem serially are identified. Attention is finally focused only on the time-stepping methodology using which the leading members of the eigenspectrum of an aspect-ratio 5:1:1 open cavity are obtained for the first time. Brief concluding remarks are offered in § V.
II. Theoretical considerations

II.A. The spatial discretization matrix A in (closed-loop) flow control
The linear state space system describing input-output small-amplitude perturbation dynamics can be written as
where q G M n is the vector of linear flow perturbations, A G R nxn is the operator describing spatial discretization of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations (LNSE), linearization being performed around the base state q which is to be controlled, u G R m and y G R r are the vectors of inputs and outputs, respectively, while the input matrix B G R nxm describes the actuators, and the output matrix C G R rxn describes the sensors. The feed-through matrix D G R rxm is taken to be non-zero when u directly affects y, otherwise it is neglected. The usual assumption m,r <C n implies that the dimension of the discretized system (1-2) is dominated by n, the number of degrees of freedom which discretize the LNSE. In turn, n is determined by whether the flow to be controlled is incompressible or compressible and also whether it is developing in a domain with one, two or three inhomogeneous spatial directions.
A Laplace transformation of the system (1-2) leads to the definition of the transfer function, G(s) G C rxm , through which the frequency response matrix, G(iw), may also be defined,
with s the Laplace-transformed time-coordinate, u> a real frequency and i = A/-T. Prom a purely formal point of view, computation of the frequency response matrix and recovery of a window of the global flow eigenspectrum after a complex shift, 5 share the common need to calculate the inverse of matrix (/xl -A), /x G C, which is circumvented in practice by calculating its LU decomposition. One key question regards how to compute, efficiently and accurately, this inverse matrix. Two procedures exist, one in which the matrix is formed and LU-decomposed, in order for the decomposition to be used during the construction of the Krylov subspace, and another in which the action of the operator is computed, without ever forming the matrix. These procedures are referred to as matrix-forming and time-stepping approaches, respectively; 5 they are briefly exposed in what follows.
II.B. Stability Analysis
The three-dimensional dimensionless Navier-Stokes equations of a viscous incompressible flow can be summarized as:
where q contains the (divergence-free) three velocity components in the computational nodes. Linear stability theory studies the temporal evolution of small amplitude disturbances superimposed upon a base flow. Linear TriGlobal instability analysis proceeds by decomposing a field in a base flow
T (x,y,z) and small-amplitude three-dimensional unsteady perturbations q. A linearized initial value problem can be written taking this assumption into the Navier-Stokes equation (4), retaining the infinitesimal terms: <9q <9f(q) dt <9q where A is the Jacobian matrix of the Right Hand Side of the Navier-Stokes equation. According to the TriGlobal Ansatz, 13 in a modal analysis context solutions of (5) are sought as eigenmodes:
where e <C 1, u> = uj r + i • u>i, with u>i representing a frequency and uj r being the amplification/damping rate of the disturbance sought and c.c. the complex conjugate.
II.C. Matrix formation for the three-dimensional direct and adjoint eigenvalue problem
A three-dimensional flow, q, the linear instability and control of which are to be studied, admits smallamplitude modal perturbations having three-dimensional amplitude functions that are harmonic in time, of the form
for the direct and adjoint linear perturbations, respectively. Introduction of this class of disturbances into the direct and adjoint linearized Navier-Stokes and continuity equations, here taken incompressible and laminar for exposition purposes, results in the direct Aq' = ujBq' and its corresponding adjoint A*q*' = uj*B*q*' 
with the three-dimensional linear operators being £30 = UT> X + VT> y + WT> Z -j^{T> xx + T> yy + T> zz ) and
. Appropriate boundary conditions close the respective eigenvalue problems. The solution procedure involves the iterative generation of a Krylov subspace and application of the shift-and-invert Arnoldi algorithm. 14 For the latter the LU decomposition of the matrix A, which discretizes the operators A or A*, is needed. For the three-dimensional eigenvalue problems (8-9) the LU-decomposition is the most expensive item of the entire numerical solution algorithm.
II.D. The Chiba Time-Stepping algorithm combined with a generic DNS code
By contrast to the modal approach, in a time-stepping (TS) approach no explicit modal dependence of the perturbations need be assumed. Instead, the initial value problem for the development in time of small-amplitude perturbations is solved. Stability analysis can be carried out once the base flow has been obtained. Chiba's approach 15 ' 16 is a Newton Krylov Jacobian-free method 17 based on the temporal evolution of the perturbation superimposed upon the base flow. The Chiba TS algorithm follows the classic Arnoldi 18 procedure, which consists of the generation of a Krylov subspace and its orthonormalization in order to create a reduced matrix that contains the leading eigenvalues of the original system. This methodology has two advantages: first, it obtains the Jacobian-vector products directly from an external simulation code (typically the Direct Numerical Simulation code used for the calculation of the base flow) by means of numerical differentiation using the concept of the Frechet derivative as introduced by Keller, 19 eAT^f (q +£ q(r))-f(q) e Second, at the same time, the algorithm applies an exponential transformation of the spectrum, which is a requirement in order to extract the leading eigenvalues from the Jacobian. The Krylov subspace itself is constructed by application of the code onto an initial vector; details may be found in Bagheri et al. 20 and Theofilis 5 for further discussion. The complete stability analysis algorithm can be summarized as follows: Validation and verification results of this algorithm, originally proposed by Chiba 15 and used for the first ever TriGlobal modal instability analysis by Tezuka and Suzuki, 21 are found elsewhere. 22 In the latter reference details are discussed on the complete implementation of this stability analysis method, including issues such as the control of the parameter e or the selection of the initial condition qi.
III. The numerical work III.A. Forming the matrix using FD-q spatial discretization
Accuracy in the numerical solutions of (1-2) and the computation of (3) is of paramount significance, if reliable flow control results are to be obtained. When forming the matrix, accurate solution of the eigenvalue problems defined by (8-9) is implied. Extending common practice in fluid flow stability, spectral methods are usually employed for the spatial discretization, since they offer exponential decay of errors as the number of discretization nodes is increased. More significant for flows with multiple inhomogeneous directions is the ability of spectral methods to deliver, on a given affordable resolution, solutions with minimum error when compared with those produced by any other spatial discretization method.
Conventional wisdom is that the computational effort associated with matrix storage and inversion, which respectively scales as 0(n 2 ) and 0(n 3 ) as far as memory and CPU time for the LU decomposition of the matrix is concerned when dense linear algebra is used, is prohibitively large for global flow instability and control to be based on matrix formation techniques; consequently, time-stepping algorithms are used, in which the action of the linear operator is calculated without the matrices ever being formed. 23 ' 24 For the same reason of a large size of the discretized matrices describing the feedback control problem, which can hardly be managed in all but canonical base flows with one inhomogeneous spatial direction, a ROM of the flow dynamics is invariably constructed prior to applying flow control. 25 Defying conventional wisdom, the present contribution focuses on the construction, storage and LUdecomposition of the discretized matrix describing linear state-space formulation, by exploiting the accuracy and efnciency properties of a novel stable high-order finite-difference spatial discretization scheme of O(q), denoted as FD-q. 26 These methods have been employed for the numerical solution of spatial BiGlobal, PSE-3D and TriGlobal linear stability problems on a typical desktop computer, 27 ' 28 all within a matrix formation, storage and inversion context.
The theoretical accuracy limit of the FD-q methods when q -> N, where N is the number of nodes discretizing the n degrees of freedom, is that of spectral collocation. Much more interesting from an efnciency point of view is the savings in both memory for the matrix storage 
The question of optimal choice of q has been addressed in detail by reference to the classic linear local, the BiGlobal or the TriGlobal LNSE operators to which (1-2) respectively reduces when B = C = D = 0 and flows with one, two or three inhomogeneous spatial directions are monitored. 28 ' 29
III.B. The Chiba Time-Stepping algorithm combined with OpenFOAM®
The flexibility of the TS algorithm discussed earlier is exploited by coupling it to the open source computational mechanics software OpenFOAM® and using the latter for the DNS work to be described in what follows. Of all geometries analyzed Figure 1 Figure 1 (b) shows one such result in the middle of the cavity; the time-dependence of the residual is identical for all three velocity components, is mesh-independent beyond the resolution utilized and, most importantly, following theoretical arguments on the relationship between residuals and leading global flow eigenmodes, 30 the slope of the logarithmic derivative curve shown is identical within the first four significant digits with the damping rate of the leading three-dimensional eigenmode, the latter to be discussed in detail in the next section.
Stability analyses using this algorithm have been performed in the cubic lid-driven cavity, as well as in the open cavity. From a numerical point of view, memory and serial CPU time scalings obtained satisfy the following relations Mem-rs ~ N and TTS ~ -^ j (12) where ./V 3 is the total number of degrees of freedom (DOF) utilized to discretize the problem at hand. This implies linear scaling of memory with number of DOF and slightly above linear scaling of CPU time, as opposed to the power laws obtained when using the matrix-forming approach. 28 ' 29 This permits employing the time-stepping algorithm to analyze global instability of flows in arbitrarily complex geometries; an example of modest complexity is discussed in what follows.
IV. Applications
Instability analyses demonstrating the performance of both the matrix-forming and the time-stepping algorithm in three configurations of increasing geometrical complexity is discussed next. We monitored stability of flow in the spanwise periodic lid-driven cavity the three-dimensional cubic lid-driven cavity and the three-dimensional, aspect ratio 5:1:1, open cavity.
IV.A. Spanwise homogeneous square lid-driven cavity flow
Flow set up in a two-dimensional square domain in which three walls are fixed and the fourth moves at a constant speed has been for decades a test bed for numerical solutions of the two-dimensional incompressible equations of motion. The realization has now set in that the spanwise homogeneous three-dimensional counterpart of this flow becomes unstable to linear modal global instability, which manifests itself through a sequence of four well-separated eigenmodes, the first being stationary and the three subsequent being traveling disturbances. These eigenmodes become exponentially unstable when the linear critical conditions, have clearly identified the modal global linear instability scenario briefly described here as the mechanism responsible for the observed three-dimensionalization and unsteadiness in this flow. The modal global linear instability scenario has been found to lead steady laminar two-dimensional flow into transition in lid-driven cavity flows of different cross-sectional profiles, such as the triangular cavities discussed by Gonzalez et al. 33 as well as in the open cavity flows studied by Bres and Colonius 34 in the compressible regime. From a physical point of view, this situation is distinct from linear instability in bluffbody flows, such as the wake of the circular cylinder 35 and the cascade of low-pressure turbine blades, 36 ' 37 in both of which non-modal linear mechanisms have been found to play a significant role in destabilizing the nominally steady laminar two-dimensional flow. Linear control in the prototype cavity flow is thus expected to be representative of a wider class of flows, in which well-separated linear global eigenmodes drive the laminar-turbulent transition process. Figure 2 presents BiGlobal linear instability results obtained by application of the matrix-forming algorithm at Re = 1000,/? = 2ir/L z = 15. Using the spectral collocation Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto (CGL) result as reference, the relative error in the amplification rate of the leading unstable stationary threedimensional eigenmode is quantified, as obtained by matrix formation and LU-decomposition, with spatial discretization based on dense and sparse spectral collocation methods based on the CGL grid, FD-q methods of 0(8) and 0(16), as well as the better known Pade, Dispersion Relation Preserving (DRP), SummationBy-Parts (SBP) and standard (STD) high-order finite-differences, all of 0 (8) .
Besides outperforming all other finite-difference methods, the most interesting result of an FD-q method in combination with the matrix forming algorithm is that three significant digits of the leading amplification rate are obtained using N = 62 FD-q8 as opposed to N = 33 CGL nodes discretizing each spatial direction, while if four significant digits of this quantity are required, 78 FD-q8 nodes (as opposed to N = 48 CGL) nodes suffice. In other words, at a cost of roughly doubling the number of discretization nodes in each spatial direction, results of equivalent accuracy with those of the (dense) spectral collocation method may be obtained using a (sparse) finite-difference stencil of bandwidth q <C N. The savings in memory and CPU time for the serial LU decomposition of the matrix on a standard desktop computer are shown in Table  1 , where reductions of one order of magnitude in memory and two orders of magnitude in the CPU time necessary for the LU decomposition of the matrix are documented. These and other results not shown here, obtained in closed and open configurations, have led to the scalings shown in equation (11) .
IV.B. Cubic lid-driven cavity flow
The substantial efficiency improvement over spectral collocation offered by the FD-q finite-difference discretization method in combination with sparse matrix storage and inversion permits solving the canonical TriGlobal linear modal instability problem in the cubic lid-driven cavity 38 ' 39 serially, on a workstation having 8GB of memory, using the matrix-forming approach. The (strongly stable) direct eigenspectrum and its associated adjoint, solutions of (8) and (9), respectively, at Re = 200 are shown in Figure 3 . While details of the physics of this problem are discussed elsewhere, 40 Table 2 shows the computing requirements for the solution of this problem using the matrix-forming approach and the comparison of the equivalent computing cost of the time-stepping algorithm. Results of this table demonstrate the limits of the matrix forming methodology: the 0(N 2 ) and 0(N 3 ) scalings of memory and CPU time needed by the matrixforming approach, N being the total number of degrees of freedom used to discretize the linearized operator, become the limiting factor as resolution needs to be increased. On the other hand, the linear scaling of the time-stepping algorithm permits recovery of the leading unstable eigenmode of this flow, recently computed for the first time independently by Giannetti et al. 38 and Feldman and Gelfgat, 39 also using a standard desktop. The vector of amplitude functions of velocity perturbations, q' = (u', v', w') T (x,y, z) , is shown in Figure 4 at Re = 2000.
IV.C. Aspect ratio 5:1:1 open cavity flow
Having identified the limits of serial performance of the matrix-forming algorithm, attention is finally turned to the three-dimensional open cavity flow, using the time-stepping approach for the recovery of its global eigenspectrum. Flow in a wide range of speeds around the three-dimensional open cavity configuration is relevant to store separation and, as such, has motivated extensive theoretical investigations over decades, focusing on both hydrodynamic and aeroacoustic aspects. Invariably, simplifying assumptions needed to be made, in tune with the theoretical/numerical capabilities of the respective era. Local linear theory based on variants of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation and its compressible counterpart, the Parabolized Stability Equations and BiGlobal linear theory have all been applied in order to understand flow interactions in this problem. The assumptions underlying these theories are spatial homogeneity along two (the streamwise and spanwise) or one (the spanwise) spatial directions. Here, TriGlobal linear theory is employed for the first time to address linear instability of the inhomogeneous three-dimensional incompressible flow at a low Reynolds number, Re = 500, at which steady laminar flow can be obtained in the configuration discussed in § III.B. Figure 5 presents the amplitude functions of the leading stationary and the leading traveling eigenmodes of the flow. The localized nature of the amplitude functions of the leading stationary eigenmode, centered in the neighborhood of the cavity, point to the fact that the cavity acts as the origin of linear perturbations, rather than as their amplifier. On the other hand, the spatial structure of the amplitude functions of the traveling mode clearly demonstrates that events inside the cavity couple to large-scale wave-like structures traveling over the cavity; the alternative interpretation of the traveling eigenmode results, namely that the cavity modifies existing waves which travel outside it, is rather to be dismissed by reference to both the y-(spanwise) and the z-(wall-normal) disturbance velocity components, which dominate over the u(x,y,z) velocity component, and have both the cavity as their origin. The fact that linear perturbations exist that are localized inside the cavity is further underlined by the disturbance field streamlines shown in Figure 6 , which show activity in the two large recirculation regions formed inside the open cavity, while flow outside it remains (in this linear context) unaffected.
Interesting as it may be in its own right, the present analysis at low Reynolds number and incompressible flow is only a feasibility study as far as the store separation problem is concerned; work to complete the incompressible analysis and to extend it at higher Reynolds numbers in compressible flow is currently underway.
V. Conclusions
The present contribution closes one of the open issues regarding flow control of complex flows: the efficient recovery of eigenspectra of fully three-dimensional flows. For this purpose, two different consistent methodologies have been introduced and validated in this work. First, a matrix-forming approach based on novel high-order finite different is presented, whose sparsity pattern allows the inversion of the Jacobian matrix in an very efficient way. Second, a matrix-free methodology coupling a state-of-the-art eigenspectrum recovery algorithm with a standard open source solver is presented and compared with the matrix-forming approach. TriGlobal linear instability in closed and open three-dimensional incompressible flows has been studied using two cases: a cubic lid-driven cavity and a long aspect ratio open cavity embedded into a flat plate. The adjoint eigenspectrum in the former and the direct eigenspectrum in the latter configuration are recovered for the first time Table 1 . Memory and elapsed CPU time for the serial LU decomposition (sec) of the A matrix using dense linear algebra for CGL and sparse for CGL, FD-q16 and FD-q8. 
